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Long ago, the Conqueror’s Armies set out to
vanquish the World…

no one knew who they were or from whence they
came, only that one day they would arrive.

Sometimes they were halted, sometimes they
retreated, but always they reemerged.

One day, the Second Army’s vanguard came to a city deep in the heart of the land...
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Those they defeated came to swell their ranks.

not a soul,
not even a lookout…
This tells me nothing
of use...

nor I. The city is strong;
they could hold us at bay…
A trap, perhaps?

To arms, soldiers
of the Conqueror,
and advance!
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We shall
see…

Greetings, dear Prince,
We have seized the city called Jerim by
its inhabitants, without combat.
Our approach signaled no alarm,
the ramparts remained empty and the
gates opened before us.
it took but little time to surround
them.

The natives exited their homes
and surrendered to me, your emissary.
We shall spend the winter here, and
await your arrival. Should you wish it,
the messenger can tell you more.
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From the wall that overlooked
the plains, the sentinel, rigid
and sad, stood guard.
He would have liked to celebrate
the victory with the others,
whose shouts and laughter
carried up from below...

Leave them… They
crossed the desert and
have not seen home for
a long time. They are
entitled to some
amusement!

I had forbidden
pillaging. I have
a mind to...
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And you, soldier,
what are you pondering?
You look sad… Speak
freely.

This situation displeases me, Master.
I would have preferred a battle.

He’s right...
These people
should have
resisted.

This ring. I took it from a corpse when we entered
Kaleth. All the worthy men are dead! Here they
say nothing. They see us and they obey.

Their religion, perhaps?

Perhaps. in the
meantime, I forbade our
men to harm their priests
or to force open the
doors to their
temples...
I do not like this…

But I have also
doubled the guard.
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Weeks passed…
And with them came winter.

Some of the soldiers fell into a stupor,
while others stubbornly sought new
pleasures... Still others became homesick…
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You plunge the iron
directly into the water? Does
it not render it brittle?

Come in, I will
show you.

I was also a blacksmith
once... That is not how we do
it where I come from…

What is the meaning
of this? I gave strict
orders for this door to
be guarded at all times,
and yet there is no
one here!

I do not understand it, Sir…
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